NEW INSTITUTE FORMED AT UBC

Economics Appointment Announced

Dr. John H. Young, an associate professor of economics at Yale University, has been appointed head of the department of economics and political science at UBC for the first year of its operation.

The president announced that Dr. A. W. R. Carrothers of the UBC law faculty as director of the Institute for the first year of its operation.

Dr. Carrothers would head the Institute until a full time director is appointed, beginning next year. He will now organize the Institute and will return to full teaching duties in the fall.

The Institute, which will be operational on July 1, will be concerned primarily with research, the president said.

Dr. Young has been a graduate student only who will be prepared for advanced work in the field of economics and political science. He received the degree of doctor of laws. He is shown above on his arrival with the president, Dr. N. A. M. MacKenzie.

The staff of the Institute will be drawn from various departments of the University. It is expected that many members who wish to undertake long term research projects will be relieved of their classroom duties.

SECONDARY PURPOSE

A secondary purpose of the Institute will be to provide a community program of conferences, short courses and seminars arranged by the UBC extension department.

Prof. Carrothers said that the assistance of the community would be carried out by a community advisory committee consisting of representatives of labour, industry, the public and the University.

The list of research topics that could be carried out by the staff of the Institute is almost endless, Prof. Carrothers said.

Some of the projects now being considered are the relationships between U.S. trade offices and their Canadian subsidiaries, an economic analysis of the building industry in B.C., and a sociological study of workers in main resource industries of B.C., labour "political action" in B.C. and legal research.

PUBLISH FINDINGS

"Our researchers will not necessarily seek out problems to solve," Prof. Carrothers said. "The aim will be to demonstrate knowledge about industrial relations in a wide sense and we will embark on the work with no preconceptions as to the results.

It is hoped that the findings of the Institute will be published and the results available to everyone, Prof. Carrothers added.

Building Fund Grows

A total of $1,157,689 has been paid into the University of B.C. development fund since 1958 which calls for an expenditure of $230,000 in buildings which are either completed or under construction. The proceeds for these projects have come from the development fund, the provincial government and Canada Council.

Dr. N. A. M. MacKenzie said UBC is undertaking construction of new buildings as quickly as funds become available.

Industry, alumni and the general public and our governments have made an outstanding contribution to the development fund," he said, "but it will require all the money we can obtain to provide classrooms, laboratories and a central dining and recreational area for the students and staff we now have. New developments will require $3,000,000 to $4,000,000.

Current under construction are five projects totalling $7,108,127. They are as follows:

A four residence for men costing $824,000. The residence and a central dining and recreational and social building, costing $1,250,000, have been completed and are in use.

The dining and recreational building was opened on May 26 by His Excellency Major General G. E. Vessey, Canada's governor-general, who visited UBC to receive an honorary degree.

An addition to the library will double its present seating capacity and provide space for special collections. Ready in September.

The new wing will cost $1,708,758 of which $800,000 came from the Canada Council and $900,000 as a gift from Walter Koerner.

An addition to the Westbrook building for the faculty of pharmacy costing $603,500. This building cost $1,250,000 as a gift from Walter Koerner.

An addition to the Banana building, the first building completed under UBC's 15 year development plan began in 1956. The new wing will cost $1,283,850, including $1,000,000 as a gift from Canada Council.

Please turn to page 3 See BUILDING FUND

Three-acre Japanese Garden Opened at UBC

An authentic Japanese garden, complete with tea house and Japanese bridges and a series of small lakes covering almost one acre, was opened at UBC.

The opening ceremonies were presided over by the president, Dr. N. A. M. MacKenzie. Mi. Mutoe Tanabe, consul for Japan in Vancouver, declared the garden officially open. Other speakers included Dr. George Ishii, members of the Japanese-Canadian Citizens' Association, Dr. John Neill, director of landscape at UBC, and Prof. Kan. Morii, designer of the garden.

Dr. Neill has lived at UBC for more than a year planning and supervising construction of the three-acre garden which is intended as a symbol of Japanese-Canadian goodwill.

Everything in the garden, from entrance gate to the rocks over which an artificial waterfall tumbles, follows generations of tradition established by Japanese landscape artists.

Dr. Neill says Japanese gardens are meant to be replicas of nature brought down to human scale with the rocks representing mountains and the trees forests. The project will be an integral part of the UBC botanical garden, says Dr. Neill, and a valuable teaching aid for students interested in plant science.

Dr. Morii, the garden's designer, searched B.C.'s lower mainland for weeks before finding the exact shape and colour of rock for the waterfall. He finally located what he wanted near Harrison Hot Springs.

The doll size tea house in the garden is a gift from the Kaihatsu Construction Company of Japan which also sent two carpenters to assemble the building which will also contain scrols, vases and utensils for use in the traditional Japanese tea ceremony.

Interested Japanese businessmen and members of the Japanese-Canadian Citizens' Association have contributed about $16,000 in money and items which are included in the garden.

In addition to the tea house contributions which have come direct from Japan are an authentic entrance gate, a garden shelter and hundreds of trees and shrubs. A master flower-arranger and a master instructor in the tea ceremony were sent to demonstrate their arts during the opening ceremonies.

The garden, located on Marine Drive opposite President N. A. M. MacKenzie's home, will be called the Dr. Ino Nishio Memorial Garden, and the largest of seven stone lanterns in the garden has a plaque on it in his memory.

Dr. Nishio, a Japanese internationalist, was a former secretary-general of the League of Nations. He died in Victoria, B.C. in 1933 while on a speaking tour.
Can We Remain Separate?

(On May 13 President N. A. M. MacEwan reviewed the degree of doctor in civil engineering (D.C.I.E.) of the University of Saskatchewan. What follows is an excerpt from the address which he delivered to the graduating students on that occasion.)

"Here in Canada, as a nation in the making, we have our own special difficulties. I mention earlier, I am aware of other nations and peoples, we could and would have been so different, with their own sense of its own identity and separateness.

But meanwhile we cannot escape the fact and the pressure we face, we North Americans are - and, whether we like it or not, we are people of all races, classes and creeds scattered across the continent; part of it is French in origin, part Anglo-Saxon and Celtic, and part a scattering of peoples of all races, classes and creeds from every corner of the globe."

"Given time - and by time I mean centuries - I have no doubt but that, like other nations and peoples, we could and would have been so different, with their own sense of its own identity and separateness.

But meanwhile we cannot escape the fact and the pressure we face, we North Americans are - and, whether we like it or not, we are people of all races, classes and creeds scattered across the continent; part of it is French in origin, part Anglo-Saxon and Celtic, and part a scattering of peoples of all races, classes and creeds from every corner of the globe."

"Given time and by time I mean centuries - I have no doubt but that, like other nations and peoples, we could and would have been so different, with their own sense of their own identity and separateness."

"But meanwhile we cannot escape the fact that we are North Americans and, whether we like it or not, we are people of all races, classes and creeds scattered across the continent; part of it is French in origin, part Anglo-Saxon and Celtic, and part a scattering of peoples of all races, classes and creeds from every corner of the globe."

"Linked with this economic integration are the Canadian natural resources already utilized or about to be utilized. To an increasing degree Canada is dependent upon markets in the United States for the disposal of her goods. These goods are very largely natural resources or products of the sciences related to agriculture and, of the oil and gas wells. In the early stages of the development of a country like that of the United States is good but it is to be remembered that many of these assets are being wasted because in the United States many of the markets for them, they are far more valuable in a fully or even semi-processed state. In addition to the manufacture of them here in Canada would again mean more employment, more national income, and most important of all, opportunities for more of the bright and able young Canadian scientists and engineers."

"Given the thesis that the defence of Canada is everything, the thesis that the defence of Canada should be everything, the thesis that the defence of Canada is the main concern of any government, the thesis that the defence of Canada is the most important thing, the thesis that the defence of Canada is the only thing you can be successfully and significantly yourself is - and that is Canadian."
U.B.C. Gets Grant from U.K. Trust

U.B.C. has received a grant of 2,500 pounds (approximately $7,500) from the Wolfson Trust of Great Britain for the construction of a five-acre playing field for the University.

The grant is being made to the British University Playing Fields Association, the organization which is being financed by the Wolfson Trust.

The trust is a British philanthropic organization which has made considerable contributions for hospitals and other charitable purposes. The gift to U.B.C. comes from a section of the trust devoted to playing fields and administered by the National University Playing Fields Association.

President N. A. MacKenzie, in announcing the grant, expressed the thanks of the board of governors to the B.C. Playing Fields Association for their efforts in obtaining the gift, details of which were arranged by the secretary, Mr. Percy Gray, during a recent visit to London.

This is the second grant made to the U.B.C. development fund, the first being $12,500 for the arts center, the first facilities of which were arranged by the British University Playing Fields Association.

President MacKenzie said that the Wolfson fund has undertaken to maintain in perpetuity the field that has already been given to the University. It will be located at the south end of the campus on land now being used as pasture by the faculty of agriculture. The field is expected to be ready in September, 1961, and will provide facilities for football, soccer, grass hockey, rugby and cricket.

Prof. Robert Osborne, head of the school of physical education, said the new field would be a welcome addition to U.B.C.'s sports facilities. "We are now forced to restrict our athletic program because of a lack of outdoor facilities," he said. "When the new field comes into operation there will be a considerable expansion in our program."

In arranging for these new facilities, the British University Playing Fields Association that there will be a marked increase in interest in the University's athletic department, especially as there will be a fuller appreciation of its value in B.C. in the future.

Graduating Class Aids Library Fund Campaign

The 1960 graduating class of the University of British Columbia has contributed a cheque for $50,000 for the purchase of material for the U.B.C. library.

The cheque was presented by Mr. DonaldMcGrath, class president, to President MacKenzie. The gift, he said, "is a token of appreciation from the graduating class for the help that was received from the library staff during years of our undergraduate years."

The graduating class presented a cheque for $2,000 to President N. A. M. MacKenzie, who will, in turn, purchase additional material for the library. "Such material," he added, "is vital if we are to have a first class library for undergraduates."

The library, he said, was in the process of obtaining the gift, details of which were arranged by the secretary, Mr. Percy Gray.

TRAVELING FELLOWSHIPS

B.C. University has been awarded a Traveling Fellowship in the United Kingdom and through the B.C. University's Student Department in London.

DEAN O. CURTIS, head of the department of geography, will attend the International Geographical Congress in London in August.

Sixteen U.B.C. cancer researchers have been granted a total of $13,450 by the National Cancer Institute of Canada for their work. The recipients are: Dr. D. M. White, Dr. H. NELLY AUERSPERG, DR. VINCENT J. O'DONNELL, DR. D. A. BOYLE, DR. MARVIN GORDON, DR. H. J. CLARK, DR. W. JOHNSTON, DR. H. M. KIDD, DR. J. W. THOMAS, DR. A. D. MACKINNON, DR. H. W. SCHULTZ, DR. R. W. WELLWOOD, DR. D. A. R. P. PATERSON, DR. CYRIL REID, DR. ALAN ROSENTHAL and Dr. P. A. VASSAR.

Professors Weldon Lasserre, Arthur Erickson and Lionel Thomas attended the annual meetings of the American Institute of Architectural and the Architectural College of Schools of Architecture held in San Francisco and Berkeley in April.

Dr. W. H. Mathews, department of geology, attended the International Geological Congress in Denver in August at the official U.B.C. delegate. He will make a side trip to Idaho to study volcanoes.

Dr. E. J. Okulitch, head of the department of geology, will attend the World Forestry Congress in Seattle, Wash., in August and September and will participate in a visit to the headquarters of the Forest Tree Breeding at Lake Cowichan on Vancouver Island.

DEAN GEORGE F. CURTIS, head of the law school, attended the B.C. Law Congress in Geneva last month. He was one of the delegates to the Social Laws Committee of the Congress which is now conducting a study of all United Nations Law.

Sixteen UBC cancer researchers have been granted a total of $13,450 by the National Cancer Institute of Canada for their work. The recipients are: Dr. D. M. White, Dr. H. NELLY AUERSPERG, DR. VINCENT J. O'DONNELL, DR. D. A. BOYLE, DR. MARVIN GORDON, DR. H. J. CLARK, DR. W. JOHNSTON, DR. H. M. KIDD, DR. J. W. THOMAS, DR. A. D. MACKINNON, DR. H. W. SCHULTZ, DR. R. W. WELLWOOD, DR. D. A. R. P. PATERSON, DR. CYRIL REID, DR. ALAN ROSENTHAL and Dr. P. A. VASSAR.

BUILDING FUND (Cont'd from page 1)

ada Council, and will be open in September.

Three new buildings for the faculty of medicine, now under construction on University boulevard opposite the War Memorial Gym, will be open in September.

The faculty of medicine has contributed $40,000 of this total for a research center in one of the buildings. The B.C. Golf Club, under the direction of the Polio Fund has contributed $75,000 for a research center in the center.

Plans are now being prepared for the construction of a new building for the faculty of education. It will be located on University Boulevard west of the biological sciences building.

The 1960 GRADUATING class has made a contribution to the drive to raise $50,000 for research material for the U.B.C. library, showing a cheque for $5000 to President MacKenzie. The cheque was presented by Mr. Donald McGrath, class president.

Graduating Class Aids Library Fund Campaign

The 1960 graduating class of the University of British Columbia has come to the aid of the current campaign to raise funds for the U.B.C. library.

"In this way," Prof. Osborne said, "we will turn out students who will understand the cultural as well as the athletic resources of the community and will appreciate the significance of all leisure time activities."

Field work for the new programs will be carried out in cooperation with the Vancouver Board of parks and recreation.

There are some other developments in North America which have such material as minutes of meetings for carrying out such a program. Prof. Osborne said: "We conceive of recreation as being much broader than just programs of sport and U.B.C. will provide us with a unique laboratory for training students," he said.
College Fund Drive Passes Halfway Mark

The drive to raise $2,500,000 for capital development at Victoria College has passed Fine Arts Center Supported

UBC has received letters from organizations and agencies and private individuals representing more than 10,000 citizens of the province urging construction of a Fine Arts centre on the campus. President N. A. M. MacKenzie expressed pleasure at the widespread support for such a development.

CONSTRUCTION URGED

"We have had more letters and petitions from individuals and groups from all parts of the province urging us to begin construction sooner than we have had for any other single proposal affecting the University," said President MacKenzie. "Representations come from virtually every part of the province, who are anxious to see the University provide facilities for these important and essential areas of education. I am greatly encouraged by their interest and support," the president said.

UBC plans to build at the north end of the campus will provide buildings for the departments of education, fine arts, music and a theatre for the nation's largest provincial drama. An art gallery and teaching museum "museum of men" will also be part of the scheme.

At present, the school of architecture and the theatre department are housed in wooden huts which were brought to the campus at the end of World War II to accommodate the veterans at that time.

The architecture school, which also carries off for the top prizes in national competitions, has operated in these wooden huts for the past thirteen years.

The department of theatre, headed by Miss Dorothy Sonner, stages its productions in a UBC hut. Miss Sonner is a member of UBC's English department, Professor Frederick McIvor.

The school of music occupies a building formerly used as a testing laboratory for forest products and the present anthropological museum and art gallery use facilities in the basement of the UBC library that are badly needed for the science and FRVE PROVINCE.

In the sciences, experiments will be grouped together in two centres under UBC building plans. "This," says President MacKenzie, "is to serve our community—the province of British Columbia—in this important field, and to provide the qualified leaders in the arts who are so badly needed throughout the province."

Where are These Grad Living Now?

The graduates whose names appear below have negated to form the University of changes of address. Do you know the whereabouts of any of them? If you do fill in the coupon at the bottom of this page and mail it to the Information Office, UBC, Vancouver 8, B.C.

Clifford Gordon Norris BSc 29; Mrs. Thomas J. Norris BA 29 (Faith); Mary Coupland; Henry Nutchey BA 46; Alec John Nykyvon BCom 46; Hiroshi Okada BCom 32, BA 40; Mrs. Florence E. Olivier BA 27; BSW 46; Clifford J. Oze BA 45.

Mrs. Harry Osborne BA 26; Jean E. Allino; Edward T. Osbili BA 27; Wm. H. Osbiliette BCom 47; Kazuhiyo Osamu BCom 46; Miyoji Osamu BCom 47; Betty L. Paddon BA 46; George S. B. Paddon BCom 46; Nor- man Black; Jack Brook; William J. Parry BA 47; Margaret E. Partridge BA 31; Mrs. Morag Partridge BA 31; Roderick D. Peterson BEd 48; Wm. H. Patmore BA 25; MA 36; Thomas J. Patterson BSc 31.

Joseph Pauker BA 46; Arthur r. Pauer BA 36; Donald Keith Past BA 49; Joan Shirley Peacock BA 21; Mrs. Wanda Pearl Pearcy BA 40; Gwendolyn M. Pearson BA 46; (Mary C. Matthew)

Rev. Leslie T. H. Pearson BA 35; Frank H. Pendleton BCom 40; Mrs. A. J. Penm I BA 35; Maurice Fred Perkins BA 39; Nolan Girard Perret BA 50; Mrs. Moray Andrew Petterson BA 42; Barbara D. Pettipiece BA 31; Albert H. Phillips BA 47; Thomas A. V. Philip BCom 26; Dorothy Jean Philip BA 40.

Reuben M. Phillips BSc 26; (Edna Garner); Edward Pidgeon BCom 26; Frank J. Pad- den 30; Duncan L. Pendleton BA 31; V. I. Pierce BA 31; Helen W. Pierce BA 31; Mrs. John Orson Pinch BA 31; Duncan L. Pittam BASc 47; Henry Adrid Playon, BA 46; Mrs. Wanda Poage BA 26; Phyllis E. Popple Bud 47; Muriel M. Porson BA 46; (Mary C. Matthews)

Joseph W. Pauker BA 46; Leonard C. Perram BA 36; Donald Keith Past BA 49; Joan Shirley Peacock BA 21; Mrs. Wanda Pearl Pearcy BA 40; Gwendolyn M. Pearson BA 46; (Mary C. Matthew)

Rev. Leslie T. H. Pearson BA 35; Frank H. Pendleton BCom 40; Mrs. A. J. Penm I BA 35; Maurice Fred Perkins BA 39; Nolan Girard Perret BA 50; Mrs. Moray Andrew Petterson BA 42; Barbara D. Pettipiece BA 31; Albert H. Phillips BA 47; Thomas A. V. Philip BCom 26; Dorothy Jean Philip BA 40.

Reuben M. Phillips BSc 26; (Edna Garner); Edward Pidgeon BCom 26; Frank J. Padded 30; Duncan L. Pendleton BA 31; V. I. Pierce BA 31; Helen W. Pierce BA 31; Mrs. John Orson Pinch BA 31; Duncan L. Pittam BASc 47; Henry Adrid Playon, BA 46; Mrs. Wanda Poage BA 26; Phyllis E. Popple Bud 47; Muriel M. Porson BA 46; (Mary C. Matthews)

Joseph W. Pauker BA 46; Leonard C. Perram BA 36; Donald Keith Past BA 49; Joan Shirley Peacock BA 21; Mrs. Wanda Pearl Pearcy BA 40; Gwendolyn M. Pearson BA 46; (Mary C. Matthew)

Rev. Leslie T. H. Pearson BA 35; Frank H. Pendleton BCom 40; Mrs. A. J. Penm I BA 35; Maurice Fred Perkins BA 39; Nolan Girard Perret BA 50; Mrs. Moray Andrew Petterson BA 42; Barbara D. Pettipiece BA 31; Albert H. Phillips BA 47; Thomas A. V. Philip BCom 26; Dorothy Jean Philip BA 40.

Reuben M. Phillips BSc 26; (Edna Garner); Edward Pidgeon BCom 26; Frank J. Padded 30; Duncan L. Pendleton BA 31; V. I. Pierce BA 31; Helen W. Pierce BA 31; Mrs. John Orson Pinch BA 31; Duncan L. Pittam BASc 47; Henry Adrid Playon, BA 46; Mrs. Wanda Poage BA 26; Phyllis E. Popple Bud 47; Muriel M. Porson BA 46; (Mary C. Matthews)

Joseph W. Pauker BA 46; Leonard C. Perram BA 36; Donald Keith Past BA 49; Joan Shirley Peacock BA 21; Mrs. Wanda Pearl Pearcy BA 40; Gwendolyn M. Pearson BA 46; (Mary C. Matthew)

Rev. Leslie T. H. Pearson BA 35; Frank H. Pendleton BCom 40; Mrs. A. J. Penm I BA 35; Maurice Fred Perkins BA 39; Nolan Girard Perret BA 50; Mrs. Moray Andrew Petterson BA 42; Barbara D. Pettipiece BA 31; Albert H. Phillips BA 47; Thomas A. V. Philip BCom 26; Dorothy Jean Philip BA 40.

Reuben M. Phillips BSc 26; (Edna Garner); Edward Pidgeon BCom 26; Frank J. Padded 30; Duncan L. Pendleton BA 31; V. I. Pierce BA 31; Helen W. Pierce BA 31; Mrs. John Orson Pinch BA 31; Duncan L. Pittam BASc 47; Henry Adrid Playon, BA 46; Mrs. Wanda Poage BA 26; Phyllis E. Popple Bud 47; Muriel M. Porson BA 46; (Mary C. Matthews)

Joseph W. Pauker BA 46; Leonard C. Perram BA 36; Donald Keith Past BA 49; Joan Shirley Peacock BA 21; Mrs. Wanda Pearl Pearcy BA 40; Gwendolyn M. Pearson BA 46; (Mary C. Matthew)

Rev. Leslie T. H. Pearson BA 35; Frank H. Pendleton BCom 40; Mrs. A. J. Penm I BA 35; Maurice Fred Perkins BA 39; Nolan Girard Perret BA 50; Mrs. Moray Andrew Petterson BA 42; Barbara D. Pettipiece BA 31; Albert H. Phillips BA 47; Thomas A. V. Philip BCom 26; Dorothy Jean Philip BA 40.

Reuben M. Phillips BSc 26; (Edna Garner); Edward Pidgeon BCom 26; Frank J. Padded 30; Duncan L. Pendleton BA 31; V. I. Pierce BA 31; Helen W. Pierce BA 31; Mrs. John Orson Pinch BA 31; Duncan L. Pittam BASc 47; Henry Adrid Playon, BA 46; Mrs. Wanda Poage BA 26; Phyllis E. Popple Bud 47; Muriel M. Porson BA 46; (Mary C. Matthews)

Joseph W. Pauker BA 46; Leonard C. Perram BA 36; Donald Keith Past BA 49; Joan Shirley Peacock BA 21; Mrs. Wanda Pearl Pearcy BA 40; Gwendolyn M. Pearson BA 46; (Mary C. Matthew)